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The real-time dynamics of hydrogen-atom-transfer processes under collisionless conditions are 
studied using femtosecond depletion techniques. The experiments focus on the methyl 
salicylate system, which exhibits ultrafast hydrogen motion between two oxygen atoms due to 
molecular tautomerization, loosely referred to as intramolecular “proton” transfer. To 
test for tunneling and mass effects on the excited potential surface, we also studied deuterium 
and methyl-group substitutions. We observe that the motion of the hydrogen, under 
collisionless conditions, takes place within 60 fs. At longer times, on the picosecond time 
scale, the hydrogen-transferred form decays with a threshold of 15.5 kJ/mol; this decay 
behavior was observed up to a total vibrational energy of -7200 cm-‘. The observed dynam- 
ics provide the global nature of the motion, which takes into account bonding before and af- 
ter the motion, and the evolution of the wave packet from the initial nonequilibrium state to 
the transferred form along the O-H-O reaction coordinate. The vibrational periods (2?r/w) 
of the relevant modes range from 13 fs (the OH stretch) to 190 fs (the low-frequency distor- 
tion) and the motion involves (in part) these coordinates. The intramolecular vibrational- 
energy redistribution dynamics at longer times are important to the hydrogen-bond dissocia- 
tion and to the nonradiative decay of the hydrogen-transferred form. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this series of papers, the focus has been on real-time 
femtosecond studies of the nuclear motions in elementary 
chemical reactions.’ Usually, bond-breaking and bond- 
forming dynamics involve the redistribution of electrons 
between “old” and “new” bonds or the transfer of an elec- 
tron (harpooning reaction) when the nuclei are in an ap- 
propriate configuration. In a whole class of reactions, 
loosely called proton-transfer reactions, the key to the 
breaking or making of bonds is hydrogen atom (H) mo- 
tion or proton (H+) transfer dynamics, which also occur 
on the picosecond to femtosecond time scale. 

The generic description of these “proton transfer” re- 
actions normally involves a reaction coordinate of the type 

03-G (1) 
where the light hydrogen nucleus is between two heavy 
oxygen atoms. With H moving (or transferring) between 
0, and Ob, the 0,-H bond is broken and a new one (H- 
Ob) is formed. This elementary description, which may 
involve neutral H motion or zwitterion (H+O-) forma- 
tion, is abundant in organic photochemistry and proton- 
transfer spectroscopy.2 

Even under collisionless conditions, the motion may 
not be that simple. The motion of hydrogen on the pico- 
second or femtosecond time scale may be localized [as in 
Eq. (l)], or may involve nuclear motions with a simulta- 
neous redistribution of electrons in many bonds. The na- 
ture of bonding and electronic charge distribution, as dic- 
tated by symmetry rules,3 frontier orbitals,4 or the nodal 
pattern of the wave function,5 determines the reaction 
pathway, while intramolecular vibrational-energy redistri- 
bution (IVR) plays a role if the nuclei have enough time to 
change their positions in the course of the reaction. 

The femtosecond time resolution is ideally suited for 
probing the dynamics in such reactions and for initiating 
the reaction from a localized (nuclear) wave packet. In the 
gas phase and under collisionless conditions, studies of the 
initial, intermediate, and final states associated with the H 
motion could reveal the dynamics in real time. The packet 
may directly find its way, or may search through other 
modes for the reaction coordinate, analogous with direct 
and complex mode reactions.6 

A prototype large molecular system exhibiting hydro- 
gen transfer is methyl salicylate (MS) where the structure 
is either ketonic (before the transfer) or enolic (after the 
transfer). Based on the dual emission spectrum of MS in 
solutions, which was first investigated in 1924,’ the idea of 
proton transfer to form a zwitterionic species (vide infru) 
was proposed by Weller almost forty years ago.8 Subse- 
quently, a voluminous literature has discussed MS and 
similar systems (see e.g., Refs. 9-26). 

A double-well potential (see Fig. 1) along a reaction 
coordinate corresponding to the two forms and responsible 
for the dual fluorescence is an attractive description, be- 
cause it simplifies the problem considerably. However, in 
MS, the validity of the double-well model has received 
considerable attention (see, e.g., Refs. 5, 15, and 23). For 
example, if a double-well potential description is correct, 
the tunneling time in the isolated molecule is expected to 
be - 10m7 s.15 Goodman and Brus” have shown that in 
neon matrices at 4.2 K the spectroscopy is not consistent 
with such a double-well behavior. Picosecond time- 
resolved studies of isolated MS in a molecular beam by 
Felker et uZ.,~’ and in solution by Smith and Kaufmanni4 
have failed to resolve the dynamics of the transfer, indicat- 
ing that such a H motion occurs on a time scale less than 
10 ps. The time scale of the dynamics and the mechanism 
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensional potential-energy surface representing a double 
minimum for malonaldehyde (from Ref. 44). The importance of the two 
coordinates r,,r, for bond breaking and bond forming processes is analo- 
gous to the description of A+BC reactions (see text). 

of the reaction depends on the pathway of the motion and, 
as discussed (vide infra) recently by Catalan and co- 
workers23 and by Nagaoka and Nagashima,’ the shape of 
the potential along the reaction coordinate could be highly 
asymmetric. 

The present work focuses on the femtosecond to pico- 
second dynamics in isolated MS, building on the earlier 
studies in the picosecond time domain.20 The goal is to 
resolve the elementary reaction dynamics and to examine 
the associated mechanism of the hydrogen atom transfer. 
In addition, the coherent nature of the wave packet in a 
double well or asymmetric potential is of interest as it 
should reveal the nature of the reaction coordinate and the 
possible role of IVR. In solutions” and clusters,28 which 
are not the focus here, there are other interesting questions 
regarding the role of the solvent and possible intermolec- 
ular hydrogen bonding and proton transfer; for examples 
the reader is referred to the articles in Refs. 27 and 28. 

The ground state (A) of MS has a ketonic structure 
and in the first ‘r?r* state (A*),15 the molecule undergoes 
a transition to a tautomer (P) involving a change of the 
type 

A’ T* 
(keto) (en011 (2) 

Reaction Coordinate O,-.H-,,Ob Vibrational 
Coordinate 

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the MS system for the “blue” and 
“uv” rotamers (A and B). In A, the relevant vibrational coordinate of OH 
stretch (solid line) and CL0 and low-frequency mode (dotted lines) are 
displayed. The wave packet is approximately at the total available energy. 

The excited state (A*> is similar in structure to A and the 
ultrafast change from A* to 7’@ is responsible for the large 
Stokes shift observed in the emission spectrum. Originally, 
Weller attributed the dual fluorescence at 330 nm (so- 
called uv form) and at 440 nm (blue form) to an equilib- 
rium between the initially excited species and a zwitterion 
where the carbonyl oxygen receives the proton, giving a 
positive charge to the carbonyl and leaving behind a neg- 
ative charge on the phenolic group.8 This model, which is 
used in other contexts, turned out to be inapplicable to MS 
as the uv and blue emissions were found to have distinct 
excitation spectra in the solution phase,*1”3 in room- 
temperature vapor, l8 and in supersonic jets.” Thus, there 
is no equilibrium in the excited state, rather, the origin of 
the dual fluorescence is due to the presence of two rotamers 
in equilibrium in the ground state, A and B. In rotamer A, 
the phenolic H is intramolecularly bonded to the carbonyl 
oxygen, and in rotamer B, to the oxygen of the methoxy 
group (see Fig. 2). With this in mind, the blue emission is 
due to an excited state proton-transferred species P, orig- 
inated from rotamer A*. The uv emission is due to the 
excited-state B* species. 

A schematic for the potential along the reaction coor- 
dinate for A and along the vibrational coordinate for B is 
displayed in Fig. 2. The experiments in supersonic jets by 
Helmbrook et al. l9 have revealed the high-resolution spec- 
tra of both forms and provided important spectroscopic 
information on the vibrational modes and isotope effect. 
Nishiya et aI. have also studied MS and other related 
compounds and obtained spectroscopic information on the 
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modes and the potentials. The shape of the potential asso- 
ciated with the O-H-O mode could not be obtained ex- 
perimentally, as nonradiative decay of the blue form be- 
comes significant at energies below OH stretch frequencies. 
Semiempirical and “ab initio” molecular-orbital (MO) cal- 
culations indicate either a small barrier to hydrogen trans- 
fer 22t23 or no barrier at a11.5 The picosecond studies2’ of 
bek-cooled MS explored the fluorescence decay rate as a 
function of excess vibrational energy and within this time 
resolution, an entrance channel barrier to formation of the 
blue species could not be observed. However, a marked 
increase in decay rate beyond a threshold of - 1300 cm-’ 
of excess vibrational energy suggested an exit barrier for 
the onset of an efficient decay channel. This is consistent 
with the intensity fall off in the excitation spectrum at the 
same energy found in the gas phase17a”8 and in supersonic 
jets.” As discussed later, the experiments reported here on 
isolated MS address the global nature of the surface and 
the dynamic motion from the early femtosecond times to 
the picosecond time regime where the onset of this nonra- 
diative process is observed. 

0 Em~ssmn (38 ‘C) 
- Exc,talmn (uv. blue) 
H Jet-cooled (blue) 

2500 3000 3500 *ooo 
Wavelength (A) 

4JOO 50lw 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, a brief 
description of the experiment and data analysis method is 
provided; results are presented in Sec. III. The results are 
followed by a discussion in Sec. IV. Section IV explores the 
dynamics of the motion as well as the reaction mechanism. 
Concluding remarks are given in Sec. V. 

FIG. 3. Absorption, excitation, and experimentally observed emission 
spectra of room-temperature MS vapor (P=O.2 Torr). The ratio of uv/ 
blue emission increases with increasing thermal energy. 4, T- 28 ‘C; Cl, 
T-38’C. Low-resolution (1 nm) absorption and excitation spectra 
adapted from Ref. 17(a). At the bottom, the spectral range of the emis- 
sion and excitation spectra in jet-cooled MS is shown. 

temporally, and the signal linearity was checked through- 
out the course of this study. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The femtosecond laser system and data processing 
methods have been described in detail previously.29 Briefly, 
the output of a colliding-pulse mode-locked laser (CPM) 
was amplified in four dye stages pumped by a 20 Hz 
Nd:YAG laser to yield -80 fs pulses of energies up to 0.5 
mJ and a central wavelength of 610 nm. The pulses were 
split into two beams of comparable intensity to provide the 
pump and probe arms. For wavelengths other than the 
frequency-doubled fundamental of the CPM, the pump 
beam was tightly focused into a cell of D20 to produce a 
white-light continuum, from which twice the desired pump 
wavelength was selected via a 10 nm bandpass interference 
filter. The transmitted light was further amplified in a flow- 
ing dye cell which was end pumped by residual Nd:YAG 
532 nm radiation. The beam was then frequency doubled 
in a KD*P crystal to produce ultraviolet pump pulses. The 
pulses generated in this manner had wavelengths in the 
range of 280-330 nm. 

The MS (Aldrich, 99+%) and methyl 2- 
methoxybenzoate (Aldrich, 99+%) were used as pur- 
chased without further purification. A droplet was placed 
in a static quartz cell, then degassed and the cell evacuated 
to 10e6 Torr; the vapor pressure of MS is approximately 
0.2 Torr at room temperature. For experiments involving 
monodeuterated MS, a stirred solution of MS in a molar 
excess of D20 yielded -60-90 % of the desired molecule, 
as confirmed by NMR. 

The probe beam was used without modification, as 
only a single probe wavelength of 610 nm was employed in 
these experiments. The probe beam was propagated 
through a Michelson interferometer in which its delay rel- 
ative to the pump beam was controlled by an actuator. The 
two beams were then colinearly recombined and focused 
into the reaction cell. Fluorescence from laser-induced de- 
pletion (LID) was collected perpendicular to the propa- 
gating beams and dispersed by a 0.33 m monochromator 
before being detected by a photomultiplier tube. The pump 
and probe beams were characterized both spectrally and 

As MS is known to interact strongly with silica,18 the 
cell was heated gently to prevent adsorption, especially at 
the cell windows. Owing to the presence of two MS rota- 
mers in the cell, the relative intensities of the two emission 
maxima are dependent on the excitation energy, including 
thermal energy in the ground state, as demonstrated by 
KlGpffer and Naundorf.” This temperature dependence is 
especially significant in real-time studies, as the measured 
rates depend on the total energy. Figure 3 shows MS flu- 
orescence spectra obtained at 28 and 38 “C, corresponding 
to a total thermal vibrational energy of 1140 and 1240 
cm-‘, respectively. 3o The relative ratio of the uv to blue 
emission observed in the present work is similar in behav- 
ior to that of Ref. 17(a). (Note that this ratio depends on 
the excitation wavelength and the experimental conditions; 
the jet result” is different from the cell result.) In Fig. 3, 
the excitation and absorption spectra are shown for com- 
parison. 

A. Femtosecond depletlon spectroscopy 

Unlike the typical pump-probe experiment in which 
the pump excites the molecule to an intermediate state and 
the probe then carries it to a final, fluorescing state, here 
the emitting state is the intermediate. Thus, following ex- 
citation of MS by the pump pulse, the subsequent fluores- 
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FIG. 4. I,, 610/( 340)/305, transient (dotted line) in the femtosecond 
time scale. The solid line is obtained by convoluting a single-exponential 
( Iz, long-time) decay molecular response function with a Gaussian cross- 
correlation function of 135 fs (FWHM). The measured FWHM of the 
Gaussian autocorrelation functions for the pump and probe laser pulses 
are 100 and 90 fs, respectively. 

cence is depleted by the probe pulse. Either the blue or the 
uv form of MS may be probed, depending on factors such 
as the pump-probe delay and the excited state dynamics. 
By measuring the dependence of fluorescence intensity on 
the relative delay between the pump and probe pulses, we 
directly monitor the dynamics of the molecule in the ex- 
cited state. This femtosecond depletion methodology is a 
variant of the picosecond time domain approach31 of Mc- 
Donald and co-workers and Felker and co-workers; here 
we deplete with a different probe wavelength by absorption 
to a higher excited state, not back to the ground state. 
kloreover, the depletion can be made on the initial or final 
state of the system. With stimulated pumping to the 
ground state, Chen’s group3* has observed the femtosecond 
transition-state spectroscopy (FTS) of ozone. 

6. Analysis and data treatment 

There are two important time regimes relevant to the 
dynamics considered here: the short-time femtosecond dy- 
namics and the relatively long-time behavior in the pico- 
second domain. The analysis of the data in the short-time 
scale is done considering a molecular response function, 
M( tD), the transient shape which would be obtained when 
the pump and probe pulses are infinitely narrow, which is 
then convoluted with the instrumental response function of 
the system (see the Appendix for more details). In these 
experiments, the I, transient33 was used as an internal cal- 
ibration of the instrumental response function, as its shape 
is given by the convolution of the pump and probe profiles 
(instantaneous rise) with a long single-exponential decay 
function reflecting the very long (microsecond) lifetime of 
I,. In addition, the autocorrelation functions of both laser 
pulses were carefully measured (in the case of the uv pump 
laser, the residual visible light after the doubling crystal 
was used) and fit to Gaussian functions. 

Figure 4 shows a typical I, transient in the short-time 
scale. The solid line in Fig. 4 is the convolution of a long- 
time single-exponential decay molecular response function 

d: 

Time Delay (PS) 

FIG. 5. Experimental depletion results. In both transients, A,, = 305 nm; 
At,,=610 nm. (a) Detection of 440 nm emission (A form). (b) Detection 
of 330 nm emission (B form). 

with the Gaussian cross-correlation function whose full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) is obtained from the 
measured autocorrelation functions as F:,,, = P’iurnp 
+ ~robet where Fi is the FWHM of each function.34 Using 
this characterization of the instrumental cross-correlation 
function, the MS experimental data were fit by convoluting 
an appropriate molecular response function [see the Ap- 
pendix, Eq. (AlO)] with this cross-correlation function. 
From simulations, we found that with a Gaussian cross- 
correlation function of - 130 fs (FWHM), risetimes in the 
transients as short as -40 fs can be resolved. 

Ill. RESULTS 

The femtosecond dynamics in the excited state of MS 
were obtained by monitoring fluorescence as a function of 
time using the depletion method described earlier. Both 
short and long (up to 120 ps) transient signals were ob- 
tained, detecting fluorescence at both emission maxima: 
330 and 440 nm. Typical data in the long-time scale are 
presented in Fig. 5, where the depletion of fluorescence 
resulting from absorption of the probe pulse is clearly dem- 
onstrated. The zero of time, in which the pump and probe 
pulses are temporally overlapped, has been (arbitrarily) 
set at the onset of depletion. In the case of the 330 nm 
emission, the lifetime of the corresponding state ( - 1.1 ns) 
[Ref. 17(b)] is very long on our time scale, leaving the 
excited-state population relatively constant following exci- 
tation by the pump pulse. Hence, the depletion by the 
probe varies little with time delay (on a picosecond time 
scale). In contrast, the 440 nm emission displays a mea- 
surable decay on the picosecond time scale. The decay is 
represented by a single exponential. 

In Fig. 5, the fluorescence signal is decreased when the 
pump precedes the probe, as expected for a depletion ex- 
periment. However, in all following transients, the data are 
inverted to allow for discussion of the rise and decay com- 
ponents of the depletion in a more conventional manner. 
Throughout, we shall use (similar to our other ITS pa- 
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FIG. 6. Fluorescence depletion transients (305/610) detecting the emis- 
sion at (a) 440 nm and (b) 330 nm, on the femtosecond time scale (solid 
lines). The I, 610/(340)/305 transient is also shown for comparison 
(dotted line). Temperature: 28 “C. 

pens’) a shorthand notation to indicate the pump, 
fluorescence-detection, and probe wavelengths, i.e., A-,,/ 
(;ldet)/)3rr. For instance, 305/(440)/610 means that the 
MS was initially excited with a 305 nm pump laser, and the 
subsequent fluorescence of the intermediate state at 440 nm 
was depleted with the 610 nm probe laser. 

A. Femtosecond time scale: short-time behavior 

Of particular interest to this work is the detection of 
any rise component in the 440 nm fluorescence depletion 
transients: such a rise should correspond to the time re- 
quired for the motion of the hydrogen. For that reason, the 
temporal behavior of the fluorescence at 330 and 440 nm 
has been measured on a femtosecond time scale. For these 
experiments, the pump and probe wavelengths were 305 
and 610 nm, respectively, and the thermal vibrational en- 
ergy was varied by changing the temperature. 

Figure 6 shows typical fluorescence depletion tran- 
sients detecting at 330 and 440 nm. The I, transient, re- 
flecting the cross-correlation function of the system, is also 
shown for comparison. Both MS transients (330 and 440 
nm detection) are quite similar and show a slower rise than 
12. 35 Note that the 330 and 440 nm transients have been 
normalized to allow for comparison. Figure 7 shows how 
these transients are not affected by variations in tempera- 

2 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 loo 200 300 400 
2 
E 

Time Delay (fs) 

(a) 

- 305/(330)/610 _ 
----- 305/(440)/610 

I’ I 
-400 -300 -200 -100 0 

Time 
Delabyfs) 200 300 400 

FIG. 7. Effect of the temperature on the transients. The 305/(440)/610 
and (330) fluorescence depletion transients in the femtosecond time scale 
are shown for two different temperatures: (a) 22 “C and (b) 38 “C. 

ture. Although the relative intensities of the two emission 
signals depend on the thermal energy (as discussed in sec- 
tion II), the rise is unaffected. 

B. Energy dependence: Long-time behavior 

The fluorescence was studied as a function of excita- 
tion energy in 10 nm increments from 330 to 280 nm. 
Throughout this range, the transient observed with 330 nm 
detection (i.e., fluorescence originating from the uv spe- 
cies) was unaffected by any pump energy variation. With 
440 nm detection of the blue species, however, the decay 
rate is strongly dependent on the pump energy. Figure 8 
presents experimental transients obtained with pump 
wavelengths of &= 330 nm, A,,= 3 10 nm, and &,,=290 
nm, corresponding to excess vibrational energies of 1460, 
3650, and 5670 cm-‘, respectively.30 For low energies, the 
decay had been studied previously2’ via picosecond fluo- 
rescence spectroscopy in supersonic beams and the sub- 
nanosecond time constants could be measured quite accu- 
rately. Here, given the constraint of 120 ps for these 
femtosecond experimental scans, only the very rapid de- 
cays at higher energies could be fitted with reasonable ac- 
curacy. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of the initial thermal energy 
on the observed decay and Table I lists the time and rate 
constants corresponding to excitation energies used both in 
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FIG. 8. Transients observed for the 440 nm emission as a function of 
excitation energy. The solid lines are least-squares single exponential fits 
to the data, yielding the time constants as shown. 

the current work and in previous experiments,20 where 
supersonic-cooled MS was studied only up to E,= 1850 
cm-‘. 

C. Deuterium and CH3 substitution effect 
Similar experiments (short- and long-time scales) were 

performed on two variations of MS: the monodeuterated 

.I0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Time Delay (ps) 

T - 38’C 
T =21.3ps 

I 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Time Delay (ps) 

FIG. 9. Effect of temperature on the picosecond transients. Detection of 
440 nm emission at (a) T-28 ‘C and (b) T-38 ‘C. The decay rate 
increases with increasing temperature, as reflected by the time constants 7 
(se2 text). 

TABLE I. Measured decay time constants and their corresponding rates 
as a function of excess vibrational energy (E,) . 

E,(cm-‘)(Ref. 30) T k (109 s-1) Reference 

0 12.0 ns 0.083 Ref. 20b 
300 10.0 0.100 Ref. 20 
911 6.5 0.153 Ref. 20 

1043 5.2 0.191 Ref. 20 
1225 2.0 0.493 Ref. 20 
1312 1.1 0.893 Ref. 20 
1459 730 ps’ 1.4 This work 
1573 349 2.86 Ref. 20 
1850 160 6.29 Ref. 20 
2544 73*20 13.7*2 This work 
3653 31.5*4 31*3 This work 
4519 21.7*2 46A4 This work 
5669 13.5*1.5 73*8 This work 
7157 8.5*0.9 119*12 This work 

Qn our picosecond time scale, the transient decay for this experiment was 
nanosecond in nature. Therefore, the estimated error is large (approxi- 
mately 50%). 

bEarlier beam results from this laboratory. 

(MS-D) species, in which the hydrogen of interest is re- 
placed by a deuterium atom, and methyl 2- 
methoxybenzoate (MS-CH,), in which the hydrogen is re- 
placed by a methyl group. The MS-D behaved the same as 
MS. Figure 10 shows transients in both the femtosecond 
and picosecond time scales, detecting at 440 nm (rotamer 

x 
.e 
Y 

P 
- MS 
----- MS-,, 

E -400 -300 -200 -100 0 loo 200 300 400 
B Time Delay (fs) 

0 10 20 30 
Time Delay (ps) 

FIG. 10. 305/(440)/610 fluorescence depletion transients for MS and 
MS-D (isotope effect): (a) short-time scale; (b) long-time scale. Solid 
line, MS signal; dotted line, MS-D signal. 
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A). No apparent differences in the rise are observed and 
the decay rates are identical. As has been previously ob- 
served,’ the MS-CH, showed a very different fluorescence 
spectrum from that of MS: a large peak at 350 nm was 
followed by a long tail to the red with no second peak at 
-440 nm (i.e., no hydrogen dynamics). Depletion of the 
350 nm fluorescence emission was analogous to that of the 
corresponding 330 nm signal of MS, although considerably 
smaller. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results presented in Sec. III illustrate two dynam- 
ical processes in MS, one of which is responsible for the 
Stokes shifted emission, and the other, for the nonradiative 
decay in the hydrogen-transferred form. In this section, the 
origins of these processes are examined with particular fo- 
cus on the time scale of the elementary step of the reaction 
and its associated mechanism. 

A. Reaction dynamics 

1. Preliminaries 

Unique excitation spectra of the two rotamers were 
first recorded by Klopffer and Naundorf, who also showed 
that the relative intensity of the two fluorescence bands 
depends on the excitation wavelength.” The structures of 
the two rotamers A and B have been studied by Catalan 
et al., I7 and Pimentel and co-workers.26 High-resolution 
emission spectra have been obtained in supersonic beams2’ 
and in durene crystals (4.2 K).24 The O-O transitions for 
the uv- and blue-emitting species in the gas phase are at 
309.6 and 332.7 nm, respectively. In the ground state, the 
two species differ in enthalpy by 10.5 kJ/mol;” in the ex- 
cited state, by 37 kJ/mol according to the difference in O-O 
transition energies. Under the assumption that the ratio of 
the fluorescence reflects the ratio of the population after 
correcting for the relative transition strengths, it was con- 
cluded that the uv form is about l/70 of the blue in the 
ground state” (note that the blue quantum yield decreases 
with energy). 

The two species exhibit markedly different fluorescence 
lifetimes. Upon excitation at their respective O-O transition 
energies, rA= 12.0*0.5 ns (Refs. 15 and 20) and r8=1.1 
=t=O.2 ns [Ref. 17(b)]. For rotamer B, this value is inde- 
pendent of excitation energy, however, for species A, the 
observed decay time depends on the excitation energy, as 
will be discussed in Sec. IV B. The state of the blue form 
has been assigned to a rrfl transition, based on the oscil- 
lator strength, isotope shift, and the mode structure (for 
discussion, see Refs. 5, 15, and 19). The uv form has been 
attributed (most likely) as due to n?r*, again based on 
spectroscopic and theoretical studies.5’19 For the blue form, 
the isotope shift of the transition is - 99 cm- ’ and the 
prominent vibrational modes relevant here are 
$pd=3258 cm-‘, $$&=2582 cm-‘, $zGd= 1690 
cm-’ , vF$$= 1094 cm-‘, and low-frequency modes, e.g., 
180 cm-’ in the ground state and 176 cm-’ in the excited 
state. 19p20 

The relevant potential-energy curves along the O-H- 
O “reaction coordinate” have been discussed qualitatively 
and semiquantitatively by various groups.s~‘5,18~‘9*22~23 On 
the basis of the correlation between the change in OH 
stretch frequency and the change in bond length, Helm- 
brook et al., estimated the distance of hydrogen transfer to 
be 0.1-0.2 A.19 The excited state O-H stretch frequency 
mentioned earlier (and not observed due to nonradiative 
decay) was estimated to be 2582 cm-’ based on the 
deuterium-induced shift of the O-O transition (99 cm-‘). 

Semiempirical molecular-orbital methods were used by 
Orttung et al.,22 and by Catalan et al. 12Y23 in investigations 
of various ground- and excited-state properties of MS and 
related molecules. It was found that the shape of the 
excited-state potential-energy curves strongly depends on 
the relative distance between the phenolic and carbonyl 
oxygen atoms ( Op and 0, respectively) .12p23 Recently, Na- 
gaoka and Nagashima reported “ab initio” MO calcula- 
tions in an analog of MS: o-hydroxybenzaldehyde 
(OHBA).5a Their results suggest that a tautomerization 
from the closed conformer A* to the tautomer p is more 
likely than an actual proton-transfer process. These results 
will be discussed in Sec. IV A 3. 

Further observations relevant to our study of the 
hydrogen-transfer dynamics in isolated MS are found in 
previous time-resolved work. In the picosecond time do- 
main, no rise component of the fluorescence signal in a 
supersonic beam was measured, setting a lower limit on the 
rate of hydrogen transfer as 10” s-l, the instrumental re- 
sponse function.20 These beam experiments are also consis- 
tent with the limit deduced in the solution phase.14 

A culmination of the aforementioned observations to- 
gether with the measurements presented here gives a reac- 
tion coordinate of the type shown in Fig. 2 for the femto- 
second dynamics. The vertical transitions represent the O-O 
transition energies of the two species and their associated 
fluorescence maxima. The elusive hydrogen-transfer rate in 
rotamer A is shown as k,. The relative energies of the two 
species are displaced according to the measured enthalpy 
differences. These data will be used in conjunction with the 
present results to formulate an understanding of the dy- 
namics discussed in the following sections. 

2. Femtosecond dynamics 
Given the previous upper limit of 10 ps for the time 

scale of hydrogen transfer, the present femtosecond exper- 
iments focused on the early-time behavior of the fluores- 
cence depletion signal. The observations at early times 
bring two issues into the dynamics: the nature of the initial 
coherent packet on the potential and the evolution of the 
packet with time along the G-H-O (and other) coordi- 
nates. Before considering these aspects of the motion, it is 
useful to obtain the rates (the incoherent trajectories) of 
the level structure representing the MS system. 

A simple kinetic model is used to illustrate the differ- 
ent processes involved in the hydrogen-transfer reaction. 
The general model is discussed in the Appendix to high- 
light the new features of the depletion experiments. In the 
depletion of the blue signal, two rate constants are in- 
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FIG. 11. (a) Typical 305/(440)/610 depletion transient in the femtosec- 
ond timescale (dotted line). The solid line is obtained by convoluting a 
bisxponential molecular response function (one component in the rise) 
with the characterized Gaussian cross-correlation function of the system. 
FWHM (cross-correlation function) = 140 fs; ~,=60% 10 fs; ~,,~~,=30 
ps. (b) Several fits are shown corresponding to different risetimes: 0, 60, 
and 120 fs. The other parameters remain the same. 

volved: the hydrogen-transfer rate k, and the nonradiative 
rate k,, (see Appendix for schematic illustration, Fig. 15). 
If the cross section for the hydrogen-transferred state at 
the probe wavelength ,Q,, is nonzero but that of the un- 
transferred state A* is negligible [see Fq. (A lo)], and if the 
hydrogen-transfer rate is much faster than the nonradiative 
rate, k, + k,,, then the depletion of the blue signal at 440 nm 
will rise with k, and decay with k,,. 

The model also explains why, if k, > k,,, the “reso- 
nance” fluorescence (which is in the uv, similar to that 
from B*) signal from A* will be several orders of magni- 
tude less than the blue signal. In the experiment, however, 
the amount of uv fluorescence signal observed is on the 
same order of magnitude as the blue signal, hence, the total 
uv signal must be due almost entirely to the emission from 
B*. Accordingly, the depletion of the total uv signal should 
decay with the fluorescence lifetime of B*. If this fluores- 
cence comes directly from the initially excited state of rot- 
amer B and if fluorescence is the only decay channel, then 
there will be no additional rise time for the uv depletion 
other than that due to the finite widths of the laser pulses 
and the dynamics of the packet from the initial nonequi- 
librium state prepared by the pump pulse. 

Figure 11 (a) shows a typical depletion transient for a 

305/(440)/610 experiment on the femtosecond time scale. 
To fit this data, the convolution of a bi-exponential molec- 
ular response function (where one of the exponential com- 
ponents is in the rise) with the characterized cross- 
correlation function of the system was needed (see Sec. 
II B). The solid line in the plot was obtained including an 
additional rise time of 60* 10 fs. This result, in view of the 
kinetic model described earlier, would suggest that the 60 
fs corresponds to the rate of the hydrogen-transfer process 
described by k,. 

In the transient of 305/(330)/610, i.e., exactly the 
same experiment except detecting the fluorescence at 330 
nm (non-hydrogen-transferred species B*), similar rise 
times and time-zero positions were obtained (to within our 
resolution). As with rotamer A, when rotamer B is initially 
pumped from the ground to the excited state by a 305 nm 
femtosecond photon, a coherent wave packet is produced. 
This packet requires some time to spread out in the mul- 
tidimensional potential-energy surface before reaching an 
appropriate equilibrium region from which the fluores- 
cence is emitted, taking into account the role of Franck- 
Condon factors. This dispersion of the packet arises as it 
experiences a large change in the force ( -dV/dR ) at the 
vertical excitation. Such dispersions have been observed in 
elementary systems.36 

For rotamer A, the evolution of the packet as it moves 
from the initial nonequilibrium position is similarly ex- 
plained. The OH stretch period is 13 fs, taking an O-H 
stretch frequency of 2582 crn-l.19 Therefore, if the hydro- 
gen movement is less than the vibrational amplitude, then 
within 60 fs of wave-packet evolution, the “movement” of 
the hydrogen atom of interest along the reaction coordi- 
nate is complete. To better understand the time scale of the 
motion we have considered three simple representations of 
the hydrogen-transfer potential. 

If the system is moving from the initial nonequilibrium 
configuration (keto structure) to the hydrogen-transferred 
configuration (enol structure) as a free particle, then given 
the available energy of - 3900 cm- ‘, the time for motion is 
extremely short; a few femtoseconds. If, instead, we take 
the “repulsive wall” of the asymmetric potential to be ex- 
ponential, one can calculate the propagation time including 
the acceleration due to the potential;1*36P37 in this case, it is 
-3 fs for a distance span of -0.2 A. 

A more realistic potential is to consider a double well 
formed from two Morse potentials3* (or others39), but now 
introduce an asymmetry to the potential. Doing so and 
integrating the equation of motion resulted in 7-4 fs for a 
distance of -0.2 A. In the aforementioned calculations we 
have assumed that all available energy is in the reaction 
coordinate. If all modes (for MS, 5 1) are accepting modes 
in the packet preparation, then if even one-tenth of the 
energy ends up in the reaction coordinate, 7 will be ap- 
proximately 10 fs (note for free motion, Q- a E- “*). 

The aforementioned picture considers the problem as 
one dimensional, with the H between two oxygens. Con- 
sidering the O-H-O as a normal mode actually makes the 
time shorter,40 but considering the second (and higher) 
dimensions of the potential is a more realistic step as out- 
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of-plane low-frequency modes are strongly coupled41 to the 
stretch motion. The coupling is due to the large anharmo- 
nicity caused by the disparity in masses between hydrogen 
and oxygen atoms. In a dynamical description, this means 
that at t=O, the packet is coherently prepared in the initial 
mode(s), but with time it reaches the reaction coordinate 
by motion in (at least) two dimensions. Such behavior has 
been observed (as resonance) in elementary36 and even 
complex reactions.42 

For MS in the blue form, the 176 cm-’ mode, for 
example, gives a half period of 90 fs and this is the time 
scale of interest here. Consistent with experiments, deute- 
rium substitution will not have an effect on this motion 
(Fig. lo), nor will the excess energy (Fig. 7) as the time 
scale of the reaction is ultrashort. This description is also 
supported by the vibronic activity in the hydrogen- 
transferred form. Felker et aL2’ resolved in the emission 
three types of modes: the low-frequency 180 cm- * progres- 
sion (built on the O-O, C=O, and OH stretches, and ten- 
tatively assigned as out-of-plane bending motion of the 
“ring” that includes the intramolecular hydrogen bond); 
1690 cm-‘, the ground-state carbonyl stretch; and 3220 
cm -‘, the OH stretch. In the excited state, presumably the 
180 cm-’ becomes the 176 cm-’ and the C=O and O-H 
undergo reduction to 1094 and 2582 cm-‘, respectively, 
consistent with a hydrogen-transferred form with change 
in the CO and OH bond order. The excitation spectrum is 
quite congested at higher energies and certainly at our 
available energy they must reflect a broadening of at least 
60 fs duration.43 Moreover, the maximum of the emission 
is displaced by -2 quanta of OH stretch” from the O-O 
transition, and the absorption by - 1 quantum of OH 
stretch from the O-O, giving rise to a net Stokes shift of 
- 10 000 cm-1.24 

herent trapping and oscillation, or to a delay in the appear- 
ance of the H-transferred form, analogous to other sys- 
tems.’ As the spreading of the packet in these large systems 
is also determined by the multidimensionality of the poten- 
tial, experiments with shorter pulses may lead to faster 
spreading (and rise) if a coherent state is prepared. As 
discussed in Sec. IV B, although a barrier is not present for 
the initial hydrogen transfer, there is a barrier in the exit 
channel of - 15.5 kJ/mol. Rauh’ has calculated (MO) the 
keto-enol transformation assuming smooth adjustments as 
the hydrogen moves and found the minimum to be in the 
middle of the reaction coordinate. The degree of asymme- 
try and its position requires more accurate calculations. 

3. Proton transfer and tautomerization 
Usually, two reaction pathways are used to account for 

the Stokes shifted emission in systems of this type. The first 
involves formation of a zwitterionic species via a fast, “lo- 
calized” proton-transfer process, and the second involves 
distortion of the entire molecular skeleton due to a tau- 
tomerization process. 

The division of the surface into a two-dimensional 
(2D) potential, involving two OH bond lengths (the bond 
being broken and the bond being formed), from the re- 
maining harmonic motions is consistent with the theoreti- 
cal work by Miller’s group on malonaldehyde.44 In the 
malonaldehyde case the transfer is coherent in a double 
well and the estimated splitting is -20 cm-’ giving a half 
period of - 1 ps. 

Formation of a zwitterionic structure was proposed by 
Weller* and also by Smith and Kaufmann following studies 
of MS in solution.‘4 They suggested that the change in pKa 
in the excited state of MS induced a complete charge trans- 
fer of the phenolic proton to the carbonyl oxygen, accom- 
panied by fluorescence at 440 nm. However, Nagaoka et al. 
showed that the fluorescence decay rate constant is prac- 
tically independent of the dielectric constant of the sol- 
vent.21 In addition, such a zwitterionic structure is likely to 
be unstable due to Coulombic attraction between the sep- 
arated charges, unless stabilized by the solvent. The dis- 
tance between the two oxygen atoms (0, and 0,) is on the 
order of 2.5 A;, according to geometry optimization of the 
excited state.5a*22P23 The calculated atomic charges on the 
two oxygen atoms were found to be similar, suggesting that 
the excited-state molecule is not ionic.5a 

The asymmetric potential discussed here for MS is 
more generic to most systems (than a double-well poten- 
tial) and one must consider the effect of exoergicity on the 
redistribution of energy. In the preparation process, IVR 
will feed energy to the reaction coordinate. In the transfer 
process, the system is left “hot,” and by “exit channel” 
IVR, the P will cool along the reaction coordinate. In 
other words, the other modes take energy away leaving the 
reaction coordinate with less energy. The potential in this 
case must take into account the adiabatic changes of the 
nuclei and we cannot speak of two coordinates anymore. It 
would be very interesting to apply Miller’s approach to 
such asymmetric potentials, perhaps dividing the phase 
space into reactive and nonreactive modes. 

Recently, a new description of the excited-state dy- 
namics in MS and other intramolecularly hydrogen- 
bonded molecules has been proposed by Nagaoka and Na- 
gashima.5 They assert that the nature of the mechanism 
may be inferred through consideration of the r-system mo- 
lecular orbitals. The molecule is divided into three groups: 
the hydroxyl group, the carbonyl group, and the benzene 
ring. Of these, the benzene ring is the most stable. They 
then consider the wave functions of the ground and excited 
states of that individual piece (see Fig. 12). The two ex- 
cited states of benzene, L, and Lb are formed by excitation 
of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO, producing 
the biradicals as shown. The dashed lines represent the 
nodal planes running perpendicular to the molecular plane. 

The aforementioned result also suggests the absence of 
any significant barrier in the excited-state potential-energy 
surface of rotamer A as this barrier would result in a co- 

We now consider the complete MS molecule, the wave 
function of which largely resembles that of the benzene 
moiety. In state Lb, the lone electrons localized at Cl and 
C4 do not contribute to the C&CD and C3-OP bonds, sug- 
gesting a keto configuration which is similar in energy to 
that of the corresponding benzene wave function. In state 
L,, however, the lone electrons at C2 and C’3 stabilize the 
substituents, facilitating the rearrangement of bonds to 
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FIG. 13. Decay rate vs excess energy, monitoring the 440 nm emission. 
The open squares were obtained by Felker et al. (Ref. 20), while the solid 
triangles represent current work. (Inset): Expanded region from 800- 
1800 cm-‘. 

FIG. 12. Nodal plane representation of the MO-based rationalization for 
excited-state tautomerization, as derived by Nagaoka er al. (Ref. 5). 

produce an enol structure with the hydrogen now shifted 
toward the carbonyl oxygen (still intramolecularly 
bonded). This stabilization significantly lowers the energy 
of the biradical benzyl wave function, thus in the excited 
state of MS, the tautomer T” is preferred due to the favor- 
able nodal pattern. 

The concept is simple, and is supported by “ab initio” 
MO calculations including geometry optimizations of the 
ground and first excited states in an analog of MS: o- 
hydroxybenzaldehyde. The optimized geometry of the ex- 
cited state is consistent with the enol configuration in 
which the intramolecularly bonded hydrogen is slightly 
displaced toward the carbonyl oxygen. In these calcula- 
tions, the hydrogen atom is shown to move toward the 
carbonyl oxygen by -0.02 A upon excitation,” an order of 
magnitude less than previous estimates.” In addition, the 
0,-H bond distance increases by only -0.001 A, whereas 
other bond distances and angles are changed significantly. 
These results are consistent with a molecular tautomeriza- 
tion in which the structural reorganization is not localized, 
but rather encompasses other degrees of freedom. 

A tautomerization would be temporally “instanta- 
neous,” as there is an electronic resonance in the aromatic 
system; thus, there is no large displacement of the hydro- 
gen atom toward the carbonyl oxygen atom upon excita- 
tion. This intramolecular bond-electron redistribution is 
reminiscent of the A +BC chemical dynamics for which 
simultaneous bond breaking and formation take place. 
Only if there is an intermediate at a certain nuclear dis- 
placement would the system live for longer times than pi- 
coseconds. IVR and the nuclear motions “slow down” the 
dynamics as the system finds (or adjusts during) the reac- 
tion coordinate. 

B. Nonradiative decay of hydrogen-transferred 
species 

The marked increase of the observed blue decay rate at 
high excess energies indicates the existence of an efficient 
intramolecular nonradiative decay process. The picosecond 
time-resolved studies characterized this behavior in a mo- 
lecular beam in the range of O-1850 cm-’ of excess vibra- 
tional energy, s2’ the current work extends this range to 
- 7160 cm-’ beyond the O-O transition, as shown in Fig. 
13. A threshold energy of - 1300 cm-’ marks the onset of 
the nonradiative channel, in excellent agreement with the 
activation energy of this channel (15.5 kJ/mol) derived 
from temperature studies of MS in solution,i4 as well as the 
decrease in fluorescence quantum yield observed at about 
this energy. I9 

Dispersed fluorescence spectra of beam-cooled MS re- 
vealed a progression of a 180 cm- * mode built on 0, 1690, 
and 3220 cm-’ shifts from the origin2’ as mentioned ear- 
lier. Based on the phenomenological description of a local- 
ized hydrogen transfer between the phenolic and carbonyl 
groups (which are necessarily coplanar with the aromatic 
ring), Lopez-Delgado and Lazare inferred that the nonra- 
diative decay results from a molecular motion which de- 
stroys the coplanarity. l8 An oscillation of the carbonyl 
group, for example, might couple the excited electronic 
state to a highly vibrationally excited ground-state level, 
inducing an internal conversion and/or intersystem cross- 
ing. 

Based on a similar barrier ( - 1200 cm-‘) found in the 
isomerization of stilbene,45 Felker et aL2’ proposed that the 
onset may be due to the low frequency out-of-plane modes 
that are often present in “floppy” molecules like stilbene. 
High-resolution spectroscopic studies by Helmbrook 
et al., I9 identified this low-frequency mode as belonging to 
the bridged “ring” containing the intramolecular hydrogen 
bond; however, they could not associate large-amplitude 
out-of-plane vibrations with the nonradiative decay (for 
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discussion, see Ref. 19). In addition, they found that the 
nonradiative rate depends solely on the excess vibrational 
energy, not on the excitation of the low-frequency mode.” 

More recently, Nishiya et al., reported that when the 
methoxy group on the carbonyl is replaced by other 
ligands (such as H, CH,, and NH,), the low-frequency 
mode does not appear in the fluorescence spectrum, pre- 
cluding its association with an out-of-plane bending mo- 
tion,24 although matrix effects may be a perturbation here. 
They suggested that the 180 cm-’ mode may be due to 
internal rotation of the methyl group. Independent of the 
assignment, if these low-frequency modes are the promot- 
ing modes of nonradiative processes, then the decay is a 
reflection of interelectronic state coupling involving the 
proximity46 to nearby states (possible n?r* or ground state) 
or rovibronic couplings as in the channel-3 case of ben- 
zene.47 However, there is another intriguing idea. 

In the hydrogen-transferred form of MS, the nascent 
product is vibrationally hot and the intramolecular hydro- 
gen bond is the weakest. If the effective temperature ex- 
ceeds a threshold, the intramolecular hydrogen bond will 
break, leaving the entire moiety (including the methoxy 
group) “free” to move. Such a process requires a threshold 
of energy comparable to a typical hydrogen bond strength 
and because of the “rotation,” a large density of states is 
accessible and helpful to IVR, which enhances the decay. 
The energy threshold (1300 cm-‘) is consistent with pre- 
vious work4’ in which the minimum energy required for 
the dissociation of phenol-benzene hydrogen-bonded com- 
plex was found to be 1400 cm- I, and is certainly typical of 
H-bond energies.39c-39e For the isoquinoline-water hydro- 
gen bond, the threshold was found to be at - 1000 
em-1.28a The accelerated decay can then be understood by 
considering the increased effective density of states of free 
or hindered rotation and with methyl group effect on the 
spectra49 and on the dynamics of IVR.” There is no sig- 
nificant isotope effect (MS-D), consistent with motion 
above the barrier. IVR-induced decay is known in other 
systems such as isoquinoline (IQ) and hydrogen bonded 
IQ-H20.28a951 

The potential describing both the hydrogen transfer 
and the breakage (or rotation) of the intramolecular hy- 
drogen bond is depicted in Fig. 14. In a frozen 0,-O, 
configuration, the H motion is between the two oxygen 
atoms, and the potential is similar to that of Fig. 1, with 
the exception of the asymmetry established from the dy- 
namics. In order to allow for other motions, we must relax 
this rigidity (away from rl and r2) and let the oxygen (and 
other) nuclei change position adiabatically. In this case, it 
is possible to gain a new degree of freedom, e.g., rotation of 
the OH, or a change in 0,-O, position, hence leading to 
new channels. In Fig. 14, we represent the dynamics with 
a localized exit channel “dissociation” to globally describe 
the motion of the packet at different vibrational energies. 
At low energies, the packet moves exoergically toward the 
well and is trapped. At higher energies, the packet encoun- 
ters an exit channel barrier, describing the nonradiative 
decay with the above stretch/rotation H-bond dissociation 
mechanism. 
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FIG. 14. Schematic two-dimensional potential-energy surface showing 
both the asymmetry in the potential and the exit barrier to the nonradi- 
ative channel. Depending on the total energy, a propagating wave packet 
(see circle) can either be trapped in the well or exit as the molecule 
“loses” the hydrogen-bond coordinate (see text). 

V. CONCLUSION 

The dynamics of hydrogen atom transfer in the gas 
phase under collisionless conditions are studied using fem- 
tosecond depletion spectroscopy. We explore the dynamics 
from the early femtosecond times to the picosecond time 
scale, where the hydrogen-transferred species undergoes 
nonradiative decay. Within 60 fs, the wave packet in MS 
evolves to cover all configuration space along the reaction 
coordinate. We observe no deuterium isotope effect, con- 
sistent with ultrafast hydrogen movement. 

The femtosecond dynamics indicate that intramolecu- 
lar bond-electron rearrangement involves the molecular 
framework (nuclear motion and IVR); this process is sim- 
ilar to the case of A +BC reactions where bond breakage 
and bond formation occur simultaneously. The potential of 
the motion is highly asymmetric along the O-H-O reac- 
tion coordinate. This potential asymmetry, generic to 
many of these hydrogen-atom transfer reactions, leads to 
wave-packet motion on a time scale only comparable to the 
half period of the low-frequency modes, but slower than 
that of the OH reaction coordinate. 

The hydrogen-transferred configuration is observed to 
undergo a nonradiative decay which depends on the total 
vibrational energy with a barrier of 1300 cm-‘; decay rates 
were measured up to 7 160 cm-‘. These observations are 
related to IVR and to the dissociation (decay) channel 
linked to the intramolecular-hydrogen bonding. From the 
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dynamics on the femtosecond and picosecond time scales, 
we deduce the changes in bonding and the associated po- 
tential. It would be useful to extend these studies to other 
interesting systemG2 in a molecular beam. 
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APPENDIX: THE PUMP-PROBE DEPLETION 
DYNAMICS 

A simple kinetic model is presented to illustrate the 
dynamics of the pump-probe depletion methodology used 
to relate the transients to the various rates involved. In the 
kinetic model, the continuous nature of the process on the 
potential surface is neglected, and instead the reaction is 
represented by transitions between a number of discrete 
states, as shown in Fig. 15. This scheme predicts the de- 
pendence of the signal on decay rates, power of the pulses, 
and absorption cross sections. Naturally, to consider the 
continuous nature of the motion, including coherence ef- 
fects, the equations of motion must be solved in all config- 
urations, be it done classically, semiclassically, or quantum 
mechanically. 

The model here is similar to that used by Rosker et al. 
in the treatment of FTS.29 There, however, the pumping 
and probing were described by rates and the populations 
were calculated by directly solving all the rate equations, 
yielding numerical results. In the model here, the pump 
and probe pulses are first considered instantaneous, and 
algebraic expressions are obtained for the populations with 
decay rates appearing explicitly. The calculated signals, 
which are functions of the time delay between the pump 
and probe, to, will consequently be molecular response 
functions. These molecular response functions, when later 
convoluted with both the pump and probe temporal inten- 
sity line shapes, yield the predicted transients, i.e., signal vs 
tD The model developed here does not consider stimulated 
emission and hence cannot describe saturation effects. In 
the unsaturated regime, in which the present experiments 
were performed, the model is in exact agreement with that 
of Rosker et al. 

The model is applied to the specific problem of the MS 
rotamer A (or B). For A, predicted transients are derived 
for the Stokes-shifted (blue) emission at 440 nm of the 
hydrogen-transferred species p, and any uv emission at 
330 nm from the excited untransferred species A* to the 
ground state. 

We will now make the following definitions: ni(t) is 
the instantaneous population of state Ii); k, the rate of 
transfer from state 1 b) to state 1 d); fb the rate of fluores- 
cence (at 330 nm) from state 1 b) to state la); fd the rate 
of fluorescence (at 440 nm) from state 1 d) to state I e); 
k,, is the nonradiative rate away from state Id) to state 
Ifi. Furthermore, p is defined as a dimensionless param- 
eter describing the relative ratio of the two possible probe 
absorptions such that: 

Pa0 is the cross section for probing from state I b) to 
state Ic) 

and 
( 1 -p)oo is the cross section for probing from state 
Id > to state Ig), 

where 0</3<1 and a0 is a constant cross section. 
We now wish to find expressions for the populations 

after both the pump and probe have arrived. To do this, we 
split the problem into different time regimes and solve for 
all the populations in each regime. 

(i) t < 0: before the pump arrives; 
n,(t) =N=number of molecules in the interaction 

region, 
Q(t) = *=n,(t)=O. 

(ii) t=O: the instant the pump arrives; n,-N- no, 

n,(O) = *+-=n,(O)=O, 

where o& is pump absorption cross-section, and the pump 
has wavelength /zpU, total energy E,,, and is focused to 
radius R in the interaction region. 
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(iii) 0 < t < to: the system evolves; 

dn,/dt=fgzb, 

dnddt= - (k+f&t,, 

dnd/dt=kpb- (k,,+fd)nd, 

M,(t,) = 1, tD<o 

= 1 -aaao#exp( -kJD) +K( 1 -B) 

X [exp( -k,,td --xp( -Md I), t&O 
(A81 

dn/dt=j-&, (A41 

dn/dt = k,,&, (A51 

dnJdt=O=dnJdt. (Ah) 

(iv) t=t,: the probe arrives and depletes states 
lb) and Id); 

nPnb(b-)-a&%, 

nd-nd(tD->‘[l-a(l-P)ao], 

where a=Alp,.EPr// hmR2), and the probe has wavelength 
;Ipr, total energy E,,, and radius R equal to that of the 
pump. The constant a can be thought of as the product of 
a probe flux and the short time during which it acts, a 
=$r(At&,r 

where K= k/( k,- k,,), and the normalization factors are 
nofdk, for i!4,( to) and nofd/km for M,( to). Therefore, for 
instance, if k, > k,,, the uv signal from rotamer A will be 
orders of magnitude less than the blue fluorescence signal. 

Both transients show that the probe acts to decrease 
(or deplete) the fluorescence if it arrives after the pump, 
i.e., if t&O. The uv signal is only affected by the probing of 
( b), and, hence, it depends only on the one rate k, The 
blue signal, however, will depend on two rates. The con- 
tribution to the decrease of the blue signal due to the prob- 
ing of state lb) can only depend on k, since this is the 
effective rate at which molecules leave state 16) to go to 
( d). The other contribution to the depletion of the blue 
fluorescence is due to the probing of state Id) and this 
contribution depends on both rates since, at any time, the 
population of 1 d) rises with a rate k, and decays with a rate 
k Ill-* 

These two molecular response functions are strongly 
dependent on p, thus three important cases will be dis- 
cussed to show how the probing cross section ratio 
(p:l -p) affects these functions. 

(v) t > to: the system again evolves according to Eqs. 
(Al)-(A6). 

1.p=o 

We can solve for all the populations. In particular, we can 
find n, and n,. 

A relevant simplification will be made by imposing the 
following limits throughout: fb4kt and fd<knr. The former 
is justified as the transfer process in MS is expected to 
occur on the picosecond time scale or 1ess,14*20 whereas the 
fluorescence occurs on the nanosecond time scale 
[ fi ’ - 1.1 ns, Ref. 17 (b)]. The latter limitation is valid 
since the nonradiative lifetime is in the picosecond range, 
whereas the fluorescence lifetime is in the nanosecond 
range [ fT1 = 12 ns, (Ref. 20) and, for instance, at APU 
=305 nm, we have (fd+ k,,) -‘=30 ps]. Note that these 
two limits are appropriate for rotamer A only, and that the 
formulas that follow are not applicable to rotamer B by 
simply setting k, to zero, because f&k< has been imposed. 
For rotamer B, it is straightforward to obtain the molecu- 
lar response function (see Fig. 15). 

The uv signal is the total number of molecules that 
fluoresced from lb) to la): M,(t,)=n,(t+co)--(N 
-no). The blue signal is the total number of molecules that 
fluoresced from Id) to le): M,(t,)=n,(t+m). 

Solving for the uv signal we get 

In this limit, we are only probing state ] d), the trans- 
ferred state, and there is no probing of state 16). The mo- 
lecular response function for the uv signal reduces to 

M,( to) = 1, for all values of tD (A9) 
The blue signal becomes, 

M,(tJ = 1, t,<o 

=l-aaaok,(k,-k,,)-‘[exp( -k,,t,) 

-exp(-kbtD>l, t&O (A101 
The uv signal is constant, since no probing of state I b) 

means no depletion of the signal. The blue signal, however, 
shows a biexponential behavior, since the amount of deple- 
tion is directly proportional to the population of state I d) 
just as the probe arrives: 

nd(t=to-) =nok,(k,-k,,)-‘[exp( -k,,t& 

--exp( -kbtD) 1. 
The blue fluorescence signal is shown in Fig. 16 for 

three values of k,. Here aao=0.2 and k;’ = 30 ps (since 
&,=305 nm). 

MJt,)= 1, t,<o 
(A71 2.p=1 

= 1 -a/300exp( -kJD), t,)O 

and for the blue signal, 
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In this limit we are only probing state I 6). Then the uv 
signal is 
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B k;’ - Ipr 

Time Delay (ps) 

FIG. 16. Molecular response function [Eq. (AlO)] for the blue fluores- 
cence from the simple kinetic model for the case fl=O. The response 
function was calculated using auo=0.2 and k;’ = 30 ps and is shown for 
three values of the transfer lifetime k;‘: 50 fs, 1 ps, and 10 ps. 

M&D) = 1, t,<o 
(All) 

= 1 -CYaa,$Xp( -k&D), t,>o 

and the blue signal is 

M,(tD) = 1, t,<o 
(A121 

= 1 -affo eXp( -k&D), t&o. 

ThUS M,( to) and M,( to) are identical except for the 
normalization factors given. In this case, the depletion is 
directly proportional to the population of level I b) just as 
the probe arrives: 

nb(t=tD-)=noexp( -k&D). 

The blue fluorescence signal is shown in Fig. 17 for 

A' k;'=5Ofr 

a k;'= ,pr 

c k;'= lop 

075’ 1 
.I 0 I 2 3 4 5 

Time Delay (ps) 

FIG. 17. Molecular response function [Eq. (A12)] for the blue fluores- 
cence from the simple kinetic model for the case fi=l. The response 
function was calculated using au,=0.2 and is shown for three values of 
the transfer lifetime k;‘: 50 fs, 1 ps, and 10 ps. 

I A: r;’ - 20,s I 
I.00 B: k;' = 'OP 

x .z 
2 
2 
s 
8 0.95 - 
E 
u 
E 

0.90 - 

0.85 I---.--= 
-5 0 5 10 I5 20 25 30 

Time Delay (ps) 

FIG. 18. Molecular response function [Eq. (A14)] for the blue fluores- 
cence from the simple kinetic model for the case fi= l/ (2 - k,,/k,). The 
response function was calculated using auo=0.2 and k,’ = 30 ps and is 
shown for two values of the transfer lifetime k;‘: 50 fs and 10 ps. For this 
fi, the response function is temporally independent of k, 

various values of k, and with aoo=0.2. Note the difference 
in time scale from Fig. 16; k,, and all other parameters 
were the same. 

3. P=&(l-fl), i.e., fl=l,(Z-$ ) 

This can only occur for a value of p>f. If k,) k,,, then this 
special condition will only be met if /3=: l/2. 

The uv signal is 

M,(tD) = 1, t,<o 
(A131 

=l-CZO,#eXp( -k&D), t,>O 

and the blue signal is 

M,(tD) = 1, t,<o 
(A14) 

= 1 - aCT& eXp( - k,,tD) , t,>O. 

Notice that in this unique case, the exponential behav- 
ior of M,( to) is independent of k, the transfer rate. The 
only dependence on k, is in 0, which of course is fixed for 
constant k,. For fixed pump wavelength, k,, and k, will be 
fixed, and the aforementioned condition for p specifies 
what exact value the probing ratio would have to take for 
the blue signal to be independent of the transfer rate. If fi 
is not close to this value, then the blue signal will have a k, 
dependence. Note that the signal that results from this 
molecular response function (upon convolution with the 
pulses as described below) has only a decay rate: the rise 
reflects only the effect of the finite width of the pulses. The 
blue fluorescence molecular response function is shown in 
Fig. 18 for k,’ = 30 ps and with aao=0.2. 

Finally, the transient signal A (to) corresponding to a 
molecular response function M(tD) is obtained by convo- 
luting ikf(tD) with the temporal intensity shapes of the 
pump and probe pulses. Therefore, the signal which takes 
into account the finite width of the pump and probe is 
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I 
-0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Time Delay (PS) 

FIG. 19. Blue fluorescence signal from the simple kinetic model for the 
case /3=0. The molecular response function [Eq. (AlO)] has been con- 
voluted with the pump and probe temporal pulse shapes to yield the signal 
(compare with Fig. 16). Here au,=0.2, k;‘=30 ps, FWHM= 100 fs for 
both pump and probe, and the signal is shown for a transfer lifetime k;’ 
of 50 fs. 

s’i(t,)= m s dx Ip,(b--x) --m 
X 

s 
m dv MNp,b--y), 

-cc 
(A15) 

where (with i= 1 *pump, i=2jprobe) the pulse inten- 
sities, for example, Gaussian, are 

Ii(Z) = (l/Ui&)exp -& 
( 1 I 

(-416) 

and the pulse temporal standard deviations are given by 

Ui= FWHMJ2 &KY. 

The factor Ei/(TR2) in Ii(Z), where Ei is the total pulse 
energy, has been omitted in order to normalize A (to). 

To show the effect in IQ. (A15), we convoluted 
Me(tD) with the pump and probe intensity shapes to yield 
Ae(tD) for the case p=O, and FWHM, = 100 fs (i= 1,2). 
The signal A,( to) is shown in Fig. 19 for k; ’ = 50 fs and 
with auo= 0.2 and k;’ = 30 ps. 
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